
   

WESTERN 
PLEASURE 

CHART 

GOOD MINOR FAULT MAJOR FAULT ELIMINATION 
GENERAL 

ITEMS 

WALK ground covering  
flat footed  
good attitude 

slow  
not attentive  
fast 

nervous 
jigging 
not walking 
intimidated walk 

two hands on reins 
(except when using 
snaffle/ hackamore) 
 
 
 
unnatural tail carriage 
 
 
fingers between 
closed reins or more 
than one finger 
between split reins 
 
 
 
kicking 
 
 
illegal equipment 
 
 
 
lameness 
 
 
cueing horse in front 
of cinch 
 

TROT good movement 
consistent  
steady 

too slow  
too fast  
inconsistent rate & 
carriage 

not performing a 
two-beat jog  
failing to jog both 
front and back  
hard or rough riding  
wogging  
short stepping 

LOPE good movement 
consistent  
steady 

too slow too fast 
inconsistent rate & 
carriage 

not straight 
improper leads 
lugging/pulling not 
performing a three-
beat lope 

HAND GALLOP true lengthening of 
stride & frame 

too fast  
inconsistent rate & 
carriage 

extreme speed  
no distinction in 
change of frame 
obvious loss of 
control 

BACK proper flexion 
readily responsive  
backs a straight line 

hesitating  
not straight 

resistant throwing 
head gapping pulling 
refusal rearing 
failure to return to 
original place 

GENERAL uninterrupted gait 
proper movement 
obedient and soft 
smooth  
steady  
proper flexion 
balance  
good attitude  
self-carriage 

over and under flexion  
sour ears  
switching tail 
inconsistent speed out 
of balance  
poll too high or too low 
to throw horse out of 
balance improper or 
incomplete 
appointments 
transitions-excessive 
use of cues 

gaits not straight 
and true  
agitated tail 
throwing head  
bad mouth 
excessive use of 
bridle  
gapping  
constant breaking of 
gaits  
obvious schooling 
intimidation  
undue stress 

fall of horse or rider 
 
 
 
blood (see AR105.6) 
 
 
 
 
horse/rider 
interference with 
balance of class 

UNNATURAL TAIL CARRIAGE (AR105.2) 
It is the directive of the EEC that horses with unnatural tail carriage be placed either last on the card or eliminated from 
judging consideration and not placed in the class.   
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